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UV-CURE NEO-REZ

NEO-REZ

zerovoc epoxy

wahoo 2-part epoxy kit

75600 75500 75400 75200
GALLON QUART PINT 4 oz

78600 78500 78100
GALLON QUART 3 oz

74201

74200

74201

contact information

ZEROVOC makes a great intermediary layer between 
EPS foam and the rigid fiberglass shell. This means 

the board can flex without delaminating from flex shear 
forces. Compatible with epoxy, vinyl ester or polyester 
resins, this is the exact same resin as in our Solarez 

Epoxy blue tubes. These larger sizes are available for 
surf schools, ding repair shops or home manufacturers. 

Stay green with ZERO V.O.C. resins !

WAHOO clear, non-yellowing aliphatic epoxy resin has 
low odor, low viscosity, flexibility and high-gloss surface 
curing with low exotherm at room temperature. Superb 
adhesion. This is an outstanding resin that outperforms 
any other room temperature cure epoxy system. 2-part, 

mixing required. Pot life of about 30 minutes. This 
resin is for deep internal repairs and especially those 

along critical structural members such as stringrers, fin 
boxes, handles and leash plugs.

The Ultimate UV curing FLEXIBLE 
repair and sealer! Repair your ex-
pensive fishing waders while you 
fish or finally fix that neoprene 
wetsuit hole that’s been causing
you to shiver.
Clear, cures in 3 minutes, supple 
with 300% elongation.

NEO-REZ original, clear 
synthetic is unequaled in 
physical properties for the  
repair of neoprene wetsuits. 
With over 600% elonga-
tion, Neo-Rez comfortably 
repairs even the most 
delicate areas of wetsuits 
and remains super flexible 
in cold water. Dry to the 
touch in 20 minutes, usable 
in 2 hours.



epoxy “weenie” travel kit

SUP EPOXY PRO TRAVEL KIT
Kit contains: 3oz WAHOO 2-Part epoxy resin, 2oz Solarez UV-Cure epoxy, 
Solarez FLEX wetsuit and deck pad repair, fiberglass cloth and rope, Stainless 
steel scissors, applicators, mixing cups, sandpaper, Wahoo eco-friendly clean up 
solvent, masking tape and retractable razor knife.
Everything you need for a professional repair.

solarez epoxy repair putty

SOLAREZ Epoxy repair putty is a clear, high 
strength, UV-cure resin that will not melt EPS 
(Styrofoam) cores.  The overall majority of SUPs 
are EPS core. There is no mixing required, just 
use it right from the tube. Cures in 3 minutes in 
the sun. Beware of other “Styrofoam Safe” 
resins that won’t melt EPS cores upon 
application but WILL melt EPS foam 
when they give off heat upon curing.

0.5 oz tube of Solarez Epoxy fiberfill putty
60/240 grit sand pad
In a crush-proof watertight plastic capsule.
75810

77580

75800 75802
2 oz 0.5 oz


